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In this world of digitisation, digital marketing is a vogue that is sweeping across the 
whole world. The trend of digital marketing is growing day by day with the concepts of 
Internet marketing that is turning into an important platform of digital marketing along 
with the electronic gadgets like the digital billboards, mobile, tablets and smart phones, 
gaming consoles, and many such gadgets that help in digital marketing. Flipkart with its 
innovative digital marketing have created a niche market in online stores competing with 
the conventional stores showing the power of online marketing. 
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Introduction 
Digital marketing is often referred to as 'online marketing', 'internet marketing' or 'web 
marketing'. The term digital marketing has grown in popularity over time, particularly in 
certain countries. In the USA online marketing is still prevalent, in Italy is referred as 
web marketing but in the UK and worldwide, digital marketing has become the most 
common term, especially after the year 2013. 

Digital marketing's development since the 1990s and 2000s has changed the way brands 
and businesses use technology for marketing. As digital platforms are increasingly 
incorporated into marketing plans and everyday life, and as people use digital devices 
instead of visiting physical shops, digital marketing campaigns are becoming more 
prevalent and efficient. 

Ways to further increase the effectiveness of digital marketing 

A strategy that is linked into the effectiveness of digital marketing is content 
marketing. Content marketing can be briefly described as "delivering the content that 
your audience is seeking in the places that they are searching for it". It is found that 
content marketing is highly present in digital marketing and becomes highly successful 
when content marketing is involved. This is due to content marketing making your brand 
more relevant to the target consumers, as well as more visible to the target consumer. 

Marketers also find email an effective strategy when it comes to digital marketing as it is 
another way to build a long term relationship with the consumer. Listed below are some 
aspects that need to be considered to have an effective digital media campaign and 
aspects that help create an effective email system. 

Interesting mail titles differentiate one advertisement from the other. This separates 
advertisements from the clutter. Differentiation is one factor that can make an 
advertisement successful in digital marketing because consumers are drawn to it and are 
more likely to view the advertisement. 
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Establishment of customer exclusivity:  

A list of customers and customer's details should be kept on a database for follow up and 
selected customers can be sent selected offers and promotions of deals related to the 
customer's previous buyer behaviour. This is effective in digital marketing as it allows 
organisations to build up loyalty over email. 

Low Technical Requirements:  

In order to get the full use out of digital marketing it is useful to make you 
advertising campaigns have low technical requirements. This prevents some consumers 
not being able to understand or view the advertising campaign. 

Rewards: The lucrative offers would always help in making your digital campaign a 
success. Give some reward in the end of the campaign. This would definitely invite more 
engagement and word of mouth publicity. 

Channels 

Digital marketing is facilitated by multiple channels, As an advertiser one's core objective 
is to find channels which result in maximum two-way communication and a better overall 
ROI for the brand. There are multiple digital marketing channels available namely.  

Display advertising -  

Online Display Advertisement deals with showcasing promotional messages or ideas to 
the consumer on the internet. This includes a wide range of advertisements like 
advertising blogs, networks, interstitial ads, contextual data, ads on the search engines, 
classified or dynamic advertisement etc. 

Email marketing -  

Email marketing in comparison to other forms of digital marketing is considered cheap; it 
is also a way to rapidly communicate a message such as their value proposition to 
existing or potential customers. Yet this channel of communication may be perceived by 
recipients to be bothersome and irritating especially to new or potential customers, 
therefore the success of email marketing is reliant on the language and visual appeal 
applied. In terms of visual appeal, there are indications that using graphics/visuals that 
are relevant to the message which is attempting to be sent, yet less visual graphics to be 
applied with initial emails are more effective in-turn creating a relatively personal feel to 
the email. In terms of language, the style is the main factor in determining how 
captivating the email is. Using casual tone invokes a warmer and gentle and inviting feel 
to the email in comparison to a formal style.  

Social Media Marketing  

The term 'Digital Marketing' has a number of marketing facets as it supports different 
channels used in and among these, comes the Social Media. When we use social media 
channels ( Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, Google+, etc.) to market a product or 
service, the strategy is called Social Media Marketing. . 
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Online post Roll advertisement  

Video advertising  

This type of advertising in terms of digital/online means are advertisements that play on 
online videos e.g. YouTube videos. This type of marketing has seen an increase in 
popularity over time. Online Video Advertising usually consists of three types: Pre-Roll 
advertisements which play before the video is watched, Mid-Roll advertisements which 
play during the video, or Post-Roll advertisements which play after the video is watched. 
Post-roll advertisements were shown to have better brand recognition in relation to the 
other types, where-as "ad-context congruity/incongruity plays an important role in 
reinforcing ad memorability". 
Digital marketing VS Internet Marketing 

Internet marketing is a sub-set of digital marketing and is not the same thing. 

Internet marketing or online marketing refers to the methods you can use to run 
campaigns on the Internet. 

As shown in the diagram above, the main components of Internet marketing are: 
Search Engine Marketing (which includes SEO and PPC), Social media marketing, 
content marketing, email marketing, affiliate marketing. Mobile marketing and video 
marketing. 
Digital marketing is over and above online / Internet marketing as it includes other 
digital channels as well. 

CONCLUSION  

Digital marketing has turn out to be crucial part of approach of many companies. At the 
present time, still for tiny business proprietor at hand have an extremely inexpensive and 
competent method by using digital marketing to market their products or services in the 
society. It has no restrictions. Company can utilize any devices such as tablets, smart 
phones, TV, laptops, media, social media, e-mail and lot other to support company and its 
products and services. Digital marketing may achieve something more if it considers 
consumer desires as a peak priority. 
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